


WHO WE ARE?
The balanced harmony of different disciplines and techniques forms the basis of Designmixer, founded by Tijen Samuray in 2011.

We design walls and surfaces with extraordinary dimensions and bold color combinations, where avant-garde visuality is highlighted, 
with a design scenario that can transform an ordinary space into an unexpectedly iconic atmosphere.
The wide range of products such as leather, fabric, metal, wood, ceramics and an increasingly international market are underpinned 
by a sartorial vocation for unique products readapted to each specific project to provide bespoke wall decoration solutions.

We offer a design service with various levels of customization, ranging from the adaptation of colors and sizes of numerous graphics in 
our collections to the creation of entirely new subjects created specifically for the customer, satisfying even the most complex project 
requirements.

Our products are suitable for both residential and contract use and can be developed according to intended use. We are accessible from 
all around the world and our team quickly responds to demands and puts them into practice.

Our work is timeless, never too influenced by trends. We take inspiration from the endless sources of nature and history and 
blend them with our customers’ dreams. Just as in the name ‘design-mixer’…
Our signature is the harmony of flexibility and quality in all aspects of our work.

www.designmixer.com.tr

https://shop.designmixer.com.tr/en/


OUR SHOWROOMS

Store/Design Gallery
Fenerbahce, Kadikoy/Istanbul, Turkey

Showroom
Adresistanbul Decoration, Sisli – Bomonti/ Istanbul, Turkey



Designmixer, Fenerbahce store and design gallery



Designmixer, Fenerbahce store and design gallery



Designmixer, Addressistanbul showroom



WALLPAPER 
COLLECTIONS

Digital Catalogs

https://designmixer.com.tr/designmixer-kataloglar/


Chinoiserie       Tropical Floral Pastoral      



SignatureEthnic       Fancy Plaid



Precious StonesGeometric       Abstract Kids



Repetitive Designs  & Wall panels & Wall murals



TECHNIQUES



100% Silk

DIGITAL PRINTING
Linen Woven



DIGITAL PRINTING
VinylCeramics Suede Leather



HAND PAINTING
Vinyl Cotton paperGilded silk



HAND PAINTING & EMBROIDERY
Tassar silk100% Silk



HAND PAINTING & EMBROIDERY

Tea paper Organza



EMBROIDERY
Velvet



OTHER BRANDS



LALA CURIO 
Hand-painted and embroidered Chinoiserie wallpaper

ORGANOIDS       
Natural surfaces that  you can see, feel, and smell



OTHER PRODUCTS
other products

https://shop.designmixer.com.tr/en/category/products-9


CushionsLamps       Fabrics



Screen curtainsDecorative panels Room dividers





PROJECTS

















Maison&Objet
18-22 January 2024

We are excited to have participated in 
Maison&Objet Paris 18-22 January 2024 and had 
a great experience showcasing our products and 
connecting with designers from all over the 
world. The event provided us with valuable 
insights and opportunities to expand our 
business. We look forward to future 
collaborations and continued growth in the 
industry.

https://youtu.be/g6JqTZjBTfw
https://youtu.be/g6JqTZjBTfw


Maison&Objet 18-22 January 2024

https://youtu.be/g6JqTZjBTfw


PRESS
press

https://designmixer.com.tr/category/basinda-biz/




OUR WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATIVES

Lebanon
Karma Charafeddine
Clemenceau Fonciere Building, Jamil Houssami Street, Beirut, Lebanon
karma.charafeddine@gmail.com
+9613020007

Kuwait
Diwan / Aisha AlSaqabi
Homz Mall, 79 Street, Al-Dajeej, Kuwait79, Al Farwaniyah, Al Asimah, Kuwait
aisha@eurodiwan.com

Italy
Sinem Samuray
Via del drago D'oro 4R Florence, Italy
sinem@designmixer.com.tr
+393482626482

USA
Derya Baysal
3444 Katy Freeway, suite 300, Houston, TX 77024
+17138222293



@designmixershop

@designmixer_shop
@designmixer

Store/Design Gallery
Fenerbahce, Dr. Faruk Ayanoglu Cd. No:30/A, 34726 Kadikoy/Istanbul, Turkey
+902165500082

Showroom
Adresistanbul Decoration Center Halide Edip Adıvar Mahallesi. No: 3A–store no:19 Sisli – Bomonti 34382 Istanbul - Turkey
+902122223912

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGNJ8dM6QkZSemMv06uLteQ
https://www.instagram.com/designmixer_shop/
https://www.instagram.com/designmixer/
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